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Introduction 


Authority 
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA}, as amended, Title 43, USC Section 1348( d). 

Accident Investigation Team Members 

By memorandum dated November 19, 2004, from the MMS Pacific OCS Region Camarillo 
District Manager, the following MMS and USCG personnel were named to perform the 
investigation: 

Dan Knowlson - Santa Maria District, Pacific OCS Region, MMS 

Shannon Shaw - Camarillo District, Pacific OCS Region, MMS 

Ralph Vasquez- Camarillo District, Pacific OCS Region, MMS 

Chris Smith - Marine Safety Detachment, USCG 

Procedures 

On November 19, 2004, the investigative team visited the site of the accident to gather 
information, photograph the site, inspect the layout ofthe platform, and conduct interviews. 
Additional interviews were conducted later. 
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Investigation and Report 

Brief Description of Incident 

On November 18, 2004, at about 9:45 a.m., a loss of well control occurred during a recompletion 
operation on Well E-15 at Platform Gail. Pumping ofcompletion fluids (seawater) into the well 
had been shut off so that a tubing hanger lockdown pin could be removed from the wellhead 
assembly to facilitate visual alignment ofa split tubing hanger. An underbalanced pressure 
condition developed, resulting in a kick as formation fluids entered the well and migrated uphole. 
The fluids reached the surface and exited the well through the lockdown pin opening in the 
wellhead. Removal of the pin circumvented the blowout preventer (BOP) system. The well 
flowed unabated through the I Y2-inch diameter hole; first completion fluid, then gas and oil. 
The deluge system was manually activated in all areas where gas might be present to help 
prevent ignition of the gas. Platform operations were manually shut down in their entirety upon 
receiving signals from LEL (lower explosive limit)/combustible gas and H2S (hydrogen sulfide) 
detectors indicating the presence of these substances in the area of the release. The abandon 
platform alarm was sounded and 39 non-essential personnel.were evacuated using two escape 
capsules. Twelve essential personnel remained on board the platform. The platform flare 
continued to burn off residual gas after platform operations were shut down. Fearing that it 
might ignite the gas being released from the wellbay, personnel attempted to manually extinguish 
the flare using a fire hose and dry chemical extinguishers. The pumping of seawater into the 
well was resumed, and attempts were made by personnel to place the pin back into the hole or to 
install a valve assembly in the open position before they were successful with the latter 
procedure. The valve in this assembly was then closed, securing the well. 

Approximately 3 barrels ofcrude oil escaped through the lockdown pin hole during the incident 
and sprayed onto grating, decking, and walls in the wellbay. At the same time, the deluge 
system flooded the area with water at an approximate rate of 6000 gallons per minute. Debris 
clogged a filter screen in the deck drainage system, causing an overflow ofthe deck containment 
system (curbing) which resulted in a spill ofan estimated 3 gallons ofcrude oil along with an 
undetermined amount ofdeluge water into the ocean. 

No injuries to personnel occurred. No harm to seabirds or other wildlife was observed. 

Background 

Lease OCS-P 0205 covers approximately 5,760 acres and is_located in the Santa Barbara 
Channel. The lease was issued to Humble Oil & Refining Company and to Standard Oil 
Company ofCalifornia in 1968. Humble Oil & Refining Company changed its name to Exxon 
Corporation on January I, 1973. On February I, 1977, Standard Oil Company of California 
transferred I 00% interest to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. On November I, 1990, Exxon assigned all of 
its interest to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. On February 1, 1999, Chevron U.S.A. Inc. assigned all of its 
interest to Venoco, Inc., resulting in I 00% ownership. 

The well was completed as a dual string completion years ago, and on October 28, 2004, the 
operator submitted and received approval for an Application for Permit to Modify (APM) to 
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restore production in the Lower Topanga Formation interval (long string) and reperforate and 
acidize the Monterey Formation interval (short string). During the incident, the Lower Topanga 
zone was isolated from the surface, while the Monterey zone was open and provided the sole 
source ofhydrocarbon flow for the duration of the event. 
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Findings 

Incident 

On November 18, 2004, at about 9:45 a.m., a loss of well co_ntrol occurred at Platform Gail 
during a recompletion operation on Well E-15 when a contracted wellhead service technician 
from Elco, Incorporated completely removed a 1 Yi-inch diameter lockdown pin and packing
gland from the wellhead. The pin was removed to facilitate visual alignment during landing 
operations ofthe split tubing hanger. The pin is only supposed to be partially screwed in or out, 
not completely removed. Removal of this pin circumvented the blowout preventer (BOP) 
system. 

The continuous pumping of well completion fluids (seawater) into the well at a rate of 2.6 barrels 
per minute to maintain hydrostatic overbalance was discontinued for an estimated 20 to 40 
minutes to allow removal of the pin, but an underbalanced condition developed. Hydrocarbon 
fluids from open perforations in the Monterey Formation flowed to the surface, expelling 
completion fluid through the lockdown pin opening. The ensuing flow turned into a mixture of 
seawater, gas, and oil. 

Upon realizing that the well was flowing, the Elco technician alerted rig personnel ofthe 
problem and attempted to replace the pin. At this time, the driller closed the annular preventer 
because the toolpusher observed completion fluid rising in the BOP stack. This action 
successfully prevented the well from flowing up onto the rig floor. However, it also caused 
increased flow and pressure out of the lockdown pin opening, further complicating efforts to 
reinsert the lockdown pin. A 2-inch diameter valve on the 9 %-inch casing was opened in an 
attempt to relieve pressure and flow through the lockdown pin opening. This approach was not 
successful, and the valve was inadvertently left open for a short time which temporarily 
increased flow from the well. 

The deluge system was manually activated in all areas where gas might be present to help 
prevent ignition of the gas. Platform operations were manually shut down in their entirety upon 
receiving signals from LEL (lower explosive limit)/combust.ible gas and H2S (hydrogen sulfide) 
detectors indicating the presence of these substances in the area of the release. 

The abandon-platform alarm was sounded and 39 non-essential personnel were evacuated from 
the platform via two escape capsules. Twelve essential personnel remained on board the 
platform. Precautions for working in an H2S environment were taken by all personnel including 
the initial emergency response team (ERT). These precautions included having self-contained
breathing-air (SCBA) apparatus at the ready ifneeded and donned while working in proximity of 
the release. The platform flare continued to bum off residual process gas after the platform was 
shut down. Fearing that it might ignite the gas which was being released in the vicinity and 
direction of the flare stack, personnel attempted to douse the flare stack using firewater 
hoses/monitors and dry chemical extinguishers. The flare was eventually extinguished, after 
much difficulty. 
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Upon initial entry into the upper wellbay, the ERT took readings of0% LEL and 0 parts per 
million (ppm) H2S using a handheld detector. Their second reading at that location indicated 5 
ppm H2S. A third reading, taken in the lower wellbay, registered 63 ppm H2S. Another reading 
at that location taken 10 minutes later indicated 10 ppm H2S. Entry was then made into the 
lower wellbay to isolate the 9 %-inch casing valve which had been left open. 

Drilling rig pumps were activated and sea water was pumped into the well through the kill line in 
the BOP stack at a high flow rate. The rate of leakage eventually subsided enough to attempt 
installation ofa valve assembly in the open position in the lockdown pin opening. Several 
attempts were made before the crew successfully installed and then closed the valve assembly, 
securing the well. The H2S concentration at the wellhead in the upper wellbay when the valve 
assembly was installed was 0 ppm. 

The well flowed in an uncontrolled manner for about 2 ~ hours. Approximately 3 barrels of 
crude oil escaped through the lockdown pin opening during the incident and sprayed onto 
grating, decking, and walls in the wellbay. At the same time, the deluge system doused the area 
with firewater at an approximate rate of 6000 gallons per minute. Debris clogged a filter screen 
in the deck drainage system, causing a mixture ofcrude oil, sea water, and debris to overflow the 
deck containment system (curbing), which resulted in a spill estimated at 3 gallons ofcrude oil, 
along with an undetermined amount of deluge water (seawater), into the ocean. 

No injuries to personnel or damage to the facility were reported. No harm to seabirds or other 
wildlife was observed. Most of the estimated 3 gallons of crude oil that went overboard was 
recovered using sorbent booms. 

Training, Experience and Drills 

Well Control 

Venoco has adopted the California Offshore Operators Well Control and Production Safety 
Training Plan (COOP) as their basis for meeting the requirements set forth in 30 CFR 250 
Subpart 0, Well Control and Production Safety Training. Subpart 0 requirements are 
performance-based and are overseen in the MMS POCSR by the Office of Facilities, Safety, and 
Enforcement. There is no indication ofany problems during this incident which could be directly 
related to the operator's well control training plan. The well-head technician that actually pulled 
the lockdown pin did not have well control training, but he was directly supervised by the 
foreman, tool-pusher, and driller, all of whom did have the necessary training. 

Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 

All personnel on the platform receive H2S training before beginning work at the facility and at 
least once each year thereafter, within 1 year's time of their previous training. Training includes 
the location and use of respirators, evacuation procedures, location ofsafe briefing areas, alarm 
system, hazards ofH2S and S02, and instructions on their responsibilities in the event of an H2S 
release. Additionally, H2S drills are conducted at least once per week with full participation by 
all personnel onboard. Safety meeting topics include discussions ofH2S drill performance, and 
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new or updated H2S considerations or information on a monthly basis. H2S precautions, training 
and drills are conducted in accordance with 30 CFR 250.490. Although the well had potential for 
an H2S concentration up to 6000 ppm, the highest concentration observed during the incident 
was measured at 63 ppm with a portable handheld detector. As a result of their extensive training 
and exercises for H2S emergencies, adequate H2S precautions were taken by all personnel 
onboard the platform. 

Oil Spill Response 

Venoco conducts training and exercises for all response personnel annually pursuant to 30 CFR 
254.41and254.42. For this incident, Venoco chose to mobilize its Spill Management Team at 
the Clean Seas equipment yard per its MMS-approved Oil Spill Response Plan. An estimated 
three gallons of crude were spilled into the Pacific Ocean and adequate response and cleanup 
operations were initiated to recover the oil. The oil spill cooperative organization Clean Seas 
responded and the Oil Spill Response Vessel Mr. Clean, onsite for the incident, deployed sorbent 
boom which was adequate for complete cleanup. 

Platform Evacuation 

In accordance with their Emergency Evacuation Plan, the operator conducted an emergency 
evacuation ofall non-essential personnel from the platform via Whitaker Escape Capsules. The 
USCG assisted in transferring personnel from the escape capsules to boats for transit to shore. 
Venoco was commended by both the MMS and USCG for their efforts in preparing for and 
accomplishing an exceptionally risky evacuation operation which required knowledge, 
experience, and cooperation by all personnel involved. 

According to USCG regulations found at 33 CFR 146.125, platform operators are required to 
perform monthly emergency evacuation drills. These drills ~long with all of the associated and 
extensive training given to platform personnel are credited for achieving a very successful 
evacuation ofall non-essential personnel from the platform. 

Safety Issues 

History ofDual-String Completion Running Procedures 

The procedure of pulling the lockdown pin had been used in the past on some workovers 
associated with dual-string completions without incident. It should be noted that the lockdown 
pin was not designed for this purpose nor does the manufacturer of the wellhead, FMC 
Technologies, recommend it. The pin was designed to be backed in and out of the wellhead to 
secure the tubing hanger without breaching the pressure integrity of the wellhead. 

Apparently, the pin pulling procedure evolved to assist in aligning the split hanger, to verify that 
the hanger was set in the correct position. Ifthe split tubing hanger is slightly misaligned, it 
could cause critical damage and added expense for additional rig time to correct problems. Prior 
to use of the lockdown pin pulling procedure, a mechanical finesse and measurement system was 
used to set dual string tubing completions. 
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Operations Management Oversight 

Typical of the majority of facilities offshore California, Venoco hires third-party contractors as 
rig foremen who act as their representatives during rig operations. This is a common practice 
among independent operators due to sporadic operational needs. Supervisory contract personnel 
have been found to be extremely experienced, well trained, and especially capable of performing 
the duties required for their positions. In this instance, the rig foreman decided to allow a risky 
operation without consulting the operator's engineering staff or MMS-approved written 
procedures. 

The written procedures were detailed but did not contain explicit information on tubing setting 
operations nor were they required to by regulation to contain such information. The regulation 
at 30 CFR 250.613(b )( 1) states that a "brief description of the well-workover procedures to be 
followed" is to be included in the APM submitted for approval. The approved procedures did 
contain sufficient detail for MMS regulatory purposes. Also, the MMS-approved procedures 
submitted by Venoco did specify the following: "Sufficient fluid will be pumped into the well to 
keep the well under control per the field rules." Had Venoco abided by this measure, the 
incident would most likely not have occurred, and the pin pulling procedure would not have 
come to our attention. 

Engineering Review 

In light of the inherent risk of pulling the lockdown pin, it is difficult to understand or explain 
how this action could occur without sufficient engineering review. Apparently, the contract rig 
foreman and crews were hired to perform an objective but were provided minimal supervision by 
Venoco. The operator relied upon its contractors' extensive experience to have the job performed 
correctly. Rig foremen usually inform Venoco personnel if they encounter any problems during 
actual operations. The foreman in this case, although admittedly uncomfortable with the planned 
procedure to pull the pin, did not recognize this procedure to be worthy of review and approval 
by operator personnel. The foreman did discuss the procedure with his crew and decided to 
proceed since it had been successful in the past. 

On-Scene Findings 

An MMS/USCG accident investigation team flew to the platform on November 19, 2004. The 
team consisted of MMS employees (Dan Knowlson, Petroleum Engineer; Shannon Shaw, 
Petroleum Engineer; and Ralph Vasquez, Supervisory Inspector) and a USCG representative 
(Chris Smith, Marine Science Technician). Platform Gail remained shut in following the 
incident and during the investigation visit, awaiting approval from MMS to resume production 
and recompletion operations. Cleanup operations were underway on the production deck and 
sump deck. 

In the wellbay, the investigative team examined the wellhead of Well E-15, as well as the 
lockdown pin and valve assembly utilized to plug the lockdown pin opening and secure the well. 
The team also surveyed the area and took photographs around the wellhead in the upper and 
lower parts of the wellbay, including photographs ofother wellheads, grating, decking, and walJs 
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that were subjected to the oily discharge from the well. All surfaces in the immediate area of the 
well were covered with a thick, oily residue, but no actual damage to any of these components 
was found. 

The team examined the blowout preventer stack as well as the drilling rig being used to conduct 
the recompletion operation, with no irregularities or items of concern noted. 

The team conducted interviews of key personnel involved in the incident including the drilling 
foreman, platform supervisor, control room and wellbay operators, instrumentation specialists, 
and emergency response team members. 

The team collected photocopies ofdocuments including platform alarm summaries, wellbay 
diagrams, drilling reports, personnel manifests, and equipment schematics. 

The team confirmed that the platform evacuation and lifesaving equipment used during the 
incident response had been replaced and left in a ready condition. A strong odor of vomit was 
detected, probably a result of seasickness in some of the personnel in the escape capsules. 

As a result of the initial investigation, the team issued to the operator a Notification oflncidents 
ofNoncompliance (INC) with the following two citations: 

INC E-100, a violation of30 CFR 250.300(a), for failure to prevent pollution of 
offshore waters from the well control incident. 

INC G-110, a violation of30 CFR 250.107( a), for failure to perform all operations in 
a manner that ensured complete well control and resulted in a sustained and 
uncontrolled flow of hydrocarbon fluids to the surface. 

On December 1 and 2, 2004, investigation team members conducted additional interviews via 
telephone with personnel on the platform at the time of the incident. The team also prepared and 
faxed separate drilling and production questionnaires to drilling company and platform 
production personnel, respectively. Responses to the faxed questionnaires were received by 
December 3, 2004. 

United States Coast Guard (USCG) Findings 

A copy of the USCG report and assessment ofthe pollution aspect of the event can be found in 
the Appendix. 
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Conclusion 


Causes 

Two direct causes of the loss of well-control incident were identified. 

First, cessation of the pumping of completion fluids into the well to maintain sufficient 
hydrostatic overbalance of the Monterey Formation allowed an underbalanced well condition to 
develop. Consequently, formation fluids entered the well and migrated uphole. 

Second, the tubing hanger lockdown pin was completely removed from the wellhead assembly. 
Removal of this pin circumvented the blowout preventer system and provided an exit point for 
the wellbore fluids. 

The above causes acted in combination to cause the well control incident. 

Possible Contributing Causes 

The operator and its contractors did not adhere to the MMS-approved APM and field rules. This 
allowed conditions to develop that were conducive to well-control problems. 

Inadequate and/or inappropriate training with respect to performing the inherently unsafe 
operation of removing the lockdown pin may have contributed to the incident. 

The well was not closely monitored for flow or fluid level during the split-tubing hanger landing 
operation. A lack of immediate appropriate action by the rig crew may have resulted from this 
inattentiveness to developing well conditions. 

The operator relied upon its contractors' extensive experience to perform the job correctly. 
However, the operator provided inadequate supervision to the contractors. In addition, the 
operator and contractors failed to complete a job safety analysis for this operation. 

Venoco's Analysis and Corrective Action 

Venoco submitted its Taproot incident investigation report to MMS on December 10, 2004. 
Venoco identified two main root causes that fall under the broader topics of"Work 
Direction/Planning" and "Management System." 

The "Work Direction/Planning" root cause relates to three main areas: I) "Job Work Packages" 
(JWP), which are similar to "Job Safety Analysis" (JSA), lacked detail on hazards regarding 
well-workover procedures; 2) Adequate site supervision was lacking; 3) Deficiencies in decision 
making with regard to corrective actions and mitigation of known risks were also identified. 

Venoco also identified three main areas of concern under their "Management System" root 
cause: 1) "Standards, Policies, or Administrative Controls" (SPAC) were not used by the 
wellhead contractor or onsite personnel, leading to the development of a high-risk and 
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unauthorized procedure; 2) A technical error was made in not following the wellhead 
manufacturer's recommended practice; 3) There was an apparent lack of enforcement and 
oversight by the wellhead contractor to ensure that existing written procedures were followed in 
the field. 

Venoco proposes several steps to prevent similar events from occurring in the future. These 
actions include revising procedures to change the workover fluid pumping position from the fill
up line to the 9 %-inch casing valve access point. New JWP's will be developed and will contain 
greater detail on significant procedures, contractor involvement, risks, Venoco engineering 
review, increased site supervision, and communications. The drilling contractor will modify 
standard operating procedures to ensure adherence to established well control procedures. 
Personnel changes have been made and participation by the wellhead manufacturer's technical 
staff is planned during future operations. 
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Recommendations 


MMS Actions 

Incidents ofNoncompliance (INC's) and Potential JNC's (PINC's) 

PINC's are regulatory items derived from Federal regulations and are listed on inspection forms 
which MMS inspectors utilize in performing their duties on offshore platforms. INC's are issued 
to provide written documentation of violations found during inspections by MMS inspectors. 

Within 24 hours following the event, the MMS accident investigation team issued to the operator 
two IN C's for failing to maintain well control and for pollution of offshore waters. A copy of 
the INC form identifying the INC's issued is included in the Appendix. As a result ofthe 
preliminary investigation, another potential INC relating to; (i) Venoco's failure to pump 
sufficient completion fluid into the well, and (ii) removal ofthe lockdown pin which 
circumvented the proper functioning of the well control and blowout prevention system during 
workover and/or completion operations in accordance with MMS approved Plans and 
Applications, was identified. Although the two INC's issued broadly address the non
compliances related to the subject incident, an INC specifically referencing 30 CFR 250.514(a) 
and .614(a) and 30 CFR 250.517(d) and .617(d), regarding well completion and/or workover 
operations would have been more suitable. The current approved PINC's do not present this 
option to our inspectors. This investigative team is, therefore, recommending that PINC's be 
added to the currently approved MMS PINC list that specifically cover the above mentioned 
regulations. 

Safety Alert 

A Safety Alert is being drafted and recommended for issuance. The Safety Alert will identify the 
importance ofavoiding the circumvention of the well control system. The Safety Alert will also 
recommend that: 

I. 	 Lessees and operators develop specific procedures or revise existing procedures for 
landing dual-string casing hangers so that circumvention of the well control system is 
eliminated. · 

2. 	 Well control training and safety meetings cover potential consequences of well-control 
system circumvention. 

3. 	 Operators review and/or provide detailed work procedures to be used by company and 
contract employees. 

4. 	 Rig crews and third-party personnel be instructed to conform to approved Applications 
for Permit to Modify (form MMS-124) and Field Rules. 

5. 	 Job Safety Analyses be conducted for all tasks involving potential hazards. 
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MMS Regulations 

The MMS should review current regulations to determine if existing wording is specific enough 
to prevent/discourage operators from circumventing the well-control and blowout-prevention 
systems. Workover and completion regulations currently specify that well-control equipment 
shall be designed, used, maintained, and tested in a manner necessary to assure well control in 
foreseeable conditions and circumstances as in 30 CFR 250.514, .515, .614, and .615. Also, 30 
CFR 250.517 and .617 specify that a wellhead (and tree) shall be designed, installed, used, 
maintained, and tested so as to achieve and maintain pressure control. 

A definition of well-control equipment should be added to the regulations that specifies inclusion 
ofall pressure containment devices including casing, risers (below the BOP stack) and wellhead. 

MMS should also consider adding specific requirements for casing valves and associated lines 
coming offofthe wellhead during rig operations which are often used as fill-up lines to pump 
fluid down the backside of the well. Consideration should be given to requiring conformance 
with API RP 14C or treating the lines as choke/kill lines with dual valves. Test pressures and 
time frames for tests should be specified as necessary. Explicit pressure test requirements are 
also lacking for production/ "Christmas" trees whose test pressures and time frames are not 
identified in the regulations. Risers and some wellhead components are tested in conjunction 
with BOP tests. 

Other MMS Actions 

MMS should investigate ways to minimize or eliminate operator failures and performance 
inconsistencies due to communication problems between contractors and operator personnel with 
responsibility over rig operating procedures. One way that this could be accomplished is through 
a Safety and Environmental Management Plan (SEMP) process. Detailed aspects ofcontractors' 
duties and limitations while performing as operator representatives could be discussed at the 
Annual Performance Review (APR) meeting held with each operator by MMS. Also, distinct 
aspects of contractor oversight could be added to the Focused Facility Review (FFR) matrix. 

APR's involve face-to-face meetings with operators on varying agenda items which currently 
may include: 

-operator safety and compliance history 
-events, accidents, and civil penalty referrals/assessments 
-level, type, and management ofoperations 
-organizational information or changes that may have affected compliance or 
performance during the preceding year 
-a company's success in incorporating the prior year's goals 
-establishment of new goals for the upcoming year 
-special topics/situations unique to the operator 
-OCS-wide issues 

FFR's are an enhanced inspection program based on a systemic approach with emphasis on 
SEMP. They are designed to complement MMS's routine facilities inspection program and, on 
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average, are conducted on each facility once during 5 year cycles. The frequency may very 
depending upon platform operations and condition, as well as operator performance. 

FFR items of discussion could be expanded to include: 
I) General contractor oversight with regard to following approved plans; 
2) Methods ofmonitoring contractor activity; 
3) Limitations on contractors' development of unique procedures and methods; 
4) Expectations for contractor reporting ofall problems and planned repair methods to 
operator personnel prior to actual repairs. 

Venoco Actions 

Venoco's planned corrective actions as outlined in the "Conclusions" section of this report will 
adequately resolve the immediate managerial and procedural problems which directly 
contributed to the well control incident. 

Venoco does not specifically stress discontinuing the practice ofpulling the lockdown pin in the 
corrective action items discussed in its December 9, 2004, incident investigation report. 
However, the revised dual-string hanger landing procedures submitted with an ensuing 
Application for Permit to Modify (APM) indicated that the lockdown pin would not be pulled. 
The operator should discuss its revised dual-string procedures with each crew on future 
workover/completion operations involving dual string completions. 

Well-control training and safety meeting topics should be updated to include items such as: 
I) Potential consequences of circumventing the well-control system without adequate 

downhole isolation and securing of appropriate variances from MMS; 
2) Unique operating challenges presented by the characteristic behavior ofthe Monterey 

Formation; 
3) Increased awareness and attentiveness to operations which could significantly impact 

well behavior such as precise monitoring of well completion fluid pumping. 
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The Department of the Interior Mission 

As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility 
for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering 
sound use of our land and water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; 
preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; 
and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The Department assesses 
our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best 
interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in their care. 
The Department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities 
and for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration. 

The Minerals Management Service Mission 

As a bureau of the Department of the Interior, the Minerals Management Service's (MMS) 
primary responsibilities are to manage the mineral resources located on the Nation's Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS), collect revenue from the Federal OCS and onshore Federal and Indian 
lands, and distribute those revenues. 

Moreover, in working to meet its responsibilities, the Offshore Minerals Management Program 
administers the OCS competitive leasing program and oversees the safe and environmentally 
sound exploration and production of our Nation's offshore natural gas, oil and other mineral 
resources. The MMS Minerals Revenue Management meets its responsibilities by ensuring the 
efficient, timely and accurate collection and disbursement of revenue from mineral leasing and 
production due to Indian tribes and allottees, States and the U.S. Treasury. 

The MMS strives to fulfill its responsibilities through the general guiding principles of: (1) being 
responsive to the public's concerns and interests by maintaining a dialogue with all potentially 
affected parties and (2) carrying out its programs with an emphasis on working to enhance the 
quality of life for all Americans by lending MMS assistance and expertise to economic 
development and environmental protection. 
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13. LEASE NO. 

P-0209 
14. AREA NAM! 

68 
15. BLOCK NO. 

4761 

WELL. AT TOTAL DEPTH 

18. PROPOSED OR COMPLETED WORK {Do«:n'bfl ii Saclion·U) 

0 ENITIAL COMPLETION 0 PERMANENT PWGGING 

16. LEASE NO. 

P-0205. 
17. AREA NAME 

6B 
18. BLOCK NO. 

4661 

0 MULTMX>MPlETION 0 TEMPORARY ABANDONMENT 
a RECOMPLETION a PLUG BACK TO SIDETRACK I BYPASS 
JO MODfFY PERFOAAT10NS 
a ~ZONe c bTHER -------

20. RIG NAM! OR PRIMARY UNIT (o.g.. Vrfnslne Unit. Coil Tubing unit, etc.) 

Kenai Drilllng Rig No. 2 

C ACIDIZE \\UH COIL TUBING 
C ARTlFICIAL LIFT (1NmAl) 

CWORKOvER 
II CHANGE IN APPROVED PROCEDURE 
C FINAL LOCATION PLAT ATTACHED 

21.RJGTYPE 

PF 
22. DESCRIBE PROPOSED OR COMPLETED OPERATIONS (Atlrn;h Ptngnosb orSutrlm4/Y olCompleted ~ AB Ap/JIOPlfSfDJ 

PubUc Information Copy 

2!. CONTACT NAME 

John Hood 
26. AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL {Typt ot Prlnl NemoJ 

Roger Hamson 

24.COtn'. 

(805) 7 45-2164 
27. TITU! 

ACr E-MAIL ADDRESS 

jhood@venocoinc.com 

V.P. Southern Assets 
29. DATE 

October 28, 2004 
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Marine Safety Office/Gtaup 
·~· 

111 HarbOr Way
U.S. Depertment o~·i.. Los Angeles - Leng Beach . ~Barbara, CA 93109-2397 

. .. . tf~land Secu~~ . Staff S)mbol: P.ort Ooerations~atvtsot · · Phone: (805) 982-7430 

· United States 5anla Barbara .Fax; (~).962·7968 


Coast Guard 

MQrtnn Safety Detachment 

16460 
December 6, 2004 

Ml'. Joe Hollis 

5464 Cmpintcria Ste J 

Caxpinteria, CA 93013 


Subject: wARNING IN LIEU OF crvIL PEN~LTY 

Dear Mr. Hollis: 

:::-.:7;!.--.-.·~~as~~~~~s~ an.oil.sp.iJJ~1;1.N~~::l1·;2Da4;.aod:disto.lt'«eci:thr.-::·:-:·.:-:-::.:;:::--.::-::·::.:: 
following violation: · · · 

Violation l:!ite: 33 USC 132l(b)(3) 

On 18 November 2004,.there was a discharge ofapproximately 3 gallons ofcnide oil from 

Platfonn Oail. 1bis spill created a sheen in the Pacific Ocean, a navigable waterway of the 

United States. . 


It was determined that justice will best ba served by issuing you a warning rather than pursuing a 

monctuy civil penalty for your ~ndu~ as set forth above. You are advised that this warning 

will became a mattor ofCoast Guard record and will be considered for any future enforcement 


..... '. -actions '4lsainst you. Ifyou feel this"Warning is not wmanted, you may·d8cline it by signing and 

dating under the ~ent below and returning this letter to tho address above within 30 days of 


. · the date.ofthis·1~. However, yolirrefusal wiltr,es\llt i~ civil penalty.jn:pceeclings being 
initiated against you in accordance with 33 CFR 1.07. You may contact me at the number above 
with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

. ;. 

~
tenant,
.~ 


 U.S. Coast Guard 

. . . . pervisor, MSD Santa Barbara 


-·.: · · · · · By direction ·: ~i·: -.:-. ·· 

~.....:.,,...•. :·:1·· .. : . . ..... '.... ·..·., ·.:... ·' ..... .,,-:- ... · ........ - .:_~:-:;:. .•·. .. . .. "-· :_


•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••~~~~~i.~ •••• ~•••••••• 
••• • - • • • •• • • •• • .....,. .. • ,.. • • • • • • • ; •• ~ • • • •• ... • t• ..........,.. • • ••• ; • • •••• 


0 0 

0 0d'cti • •, ' • ! •••••;. • : • :. • ; •" I -. • o • • • • '• ·."'·~: ~·· ' • • • 

·.. :·;::p;?.!...:· :I her®~ ..an~~e abOve=m~oned wamina.: ·..~ ·=·· :.j: ·. : · ~~·::._- · 

Responsible ·Parties Name ' Date 

. ·. 
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....: . U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO.R 
~ MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE 

.AMS 

~ 
. · · NOTIFICATION OF INCIDENTS OF NONCOMPLIANCE. 

You are hereby ordered to correct any Identified lnddent of Noncompliance (INC) listed below. You have the 
right to appeal any INC notlflcadon In accordance with Dtle 30 CFR. part 290. Your appeal mu1t be flied In the 

~ 
office of the omdal In~ t1W notice. However, the flllng or an appeal with the Director shall not suspend the 
requlnment to comply with this notice. · 

MMS Ofllce Adclnss:. ·Lease No. Area and Block: Fadllty/Rlg & Well No. 

P-0205 6B 4661 . PIQ 

.... 1 ti 1 
!>at.: . 

. 11/19/o4 

C'\ Y"lQfiltO I)istr~t
110 fbseo CG\1"\Qr-Hto 

arn"rit lo1CA ~3010 ·Lease Operator: ·(Print> Drill, Prod. P/L Contractor: (Prbit) . TurnlceJ Company: (Print) 

V'l.VlOCO K~·~aiDrilli., .t NIA 
Enforcement Action: C - Com nent Shut-In S~ F'acm Shut-In 

Enf Authority INC Description and any Spe~al Orden (1but-ln ofopentlons, fadllty, wells. etc;) Date 

date t9Cla Inddmtof'Nancompllaace wu corrected ahaD lte lmerte.t ba tbe appropriate and Cbe pun COPJ. this form llped and dated laelow and 
retumed' hJ tbe o.-ntor to tile MMS oala ldadllkd &be DO later than~ from the date ofluaani:e. ICtbe pcm copy cannot be retmmd wltbln tbe 

, allotted lfme, a wahermmt be oWalned from the approprla~ .MMS-ol'llc:e. This proeea aboUt mmre·that onshore open&or manqement Is nue wt lldmowledca 
1 that INC'I were Issued cm thla fadUtJ, on this date. but ba no ft1 dtla)'s any enf'6rcemmt actloa tallm. 

Unless spec1r1eally ordered otherwise, the operator representative mast correct and inspect all component and facility shut-In 
1 INC's identirled and notify the issuing 'MMS omce before· returning to operation& 
I . 

I, the undersigned, certib.each lnddent ofNoncompliance listed above has been co"ected on the co"esponding date. 

'. Manager/Supervisor: (Plcae Pnat Lat Name) (Sica) Date: 

Form MMS-1832 - January 1998 
(.Supersedes Form MMS-1832, March 1996). ORIGIN~ COPY 
:.roar comments ue Important. Tiie Small ~ and Atdm1tare Replatory Earorcaaent Ombuchman and 10 Reponat Fairmsa Boarcls were em'bllslam to n:cdve 
~onunerita from amaB •1111maa1 about federal apq ~ acdom. The Omlawlmnua will umulq evalaate tbe adorammt adlvltlel ad rate em:Ja aamq•s 
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Platform Gail, showing location of wellbay. 

MMS Photo taken on 11-19-2004 



MMS offshore platform showing crude oil sprayed onto 
grating, decking, and walls in the wellbay. 

MMS photo taken on 11-19-2004 



.. 


Lockdown Pin 

Lockdown pin from offshore oil platform next to 
12" ruler to show size. 



Photo showing valve assembly nipple and lockdown pin 
on offshore oil platform. 

MMS photo taken on 11-19-2004 



Photo showing split tubing hanger and grooves for lockdown pins 
on offshore oil platform. 

Venoco photo sent to MMS on 11-24-2004 
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	Introduction .
	Introduction .
	Authority Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA}, as amended, Title 43, USC Section 1348( d). 
	Accident Investigation Team Members By memorandum dated November 19, 2004, from the MMS Pacific OCS Region Camarillo District Manager, the following MMS and USCG personnel were named to perform the investigation: 
	Dan Knowlson -Santa Maria District, Pacific OCS Region, MMS Shannon Shaw -Camarillo District, Pacific OCS Region, MMS Ralph Vasquez-Camarillo District, Pacific OCS Region, MMS Chris Smith -Marine Safety Detachment, USCG 
	Procedures 
	On November 19, 2004, the investigative team visited the site ofthe accident to gather information, photograph the site, inspect the layout ofthe platform, and conduct interviews. Additional interviews were conducted later. 

	Investigation and Report 
	Investigation and Report 
	Brief Description of Incident 
	On November 18, 2004, at about 9:45 a.m., a loss of well control occurred during a recompletion operation on Well E-15 at Platform Gail. Pumping ofcompletion fluids (seawater) into the well had been shut off so that a tubing hanger lockdown pin could be removed from the wellhead assembly to facilitate visual alignment ofa split tubing hanger. An underbalanced pressure condition developed, resulting in a kick as formation fluids entered the well and migrated uphole. The fluids reached the surface and exited 
	Approximately 3 barrels ofcrude oil escaped through the lockdown pin hole during the incident and sprayed onto grating, decking, and walls in the wellbay. At the same time, the deluge system flooded the area with water at an approximate rate of 6000 gallons per minute. Debris clogged a filter screen in the deck drainage system, causing an overflow ofthe deck containment system (curbing) which resulted in a spill ofan estimated 3 gallons ofcrude oil along with an undetermined amount ofdeluge water into the o
	No injuries to personnel occurred. No harm to seabirds or other wildlife was observed. 
	Background 
	Lease OCS-P 0205 covers approximately 5,760 acres and is_located in the Santa Barbara 
	Channel. The lease was issued to Humble Oil & Refining Company and to Standard Oil 
	Company ofCalifornia in 1968. Humble Oil & Refining Company changed its name to Exxon 
	Corporation on January I, 1973. On February I, 1977, Standard Oil Company of California 
	transferred I 00% interest to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. On November I, 1990, Exxon assigned all of 
	its interest to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. On February 1, 1999, Chevron U.S.A. Inc. assigned all of its 
	interest to Venoco, Inc., resulting in I 00% ownership. 
	The well was completed as a dual string completion years ago, and on October 28, 2004, the operator submitted and received approval for an Application for Permit to Modify (APM) to 
	The well was completed as a dual string completion years ago, and on October 28, 2004, the operator submitted and received approval for an Application for Permit to Modify (APM) to 
	restore production in the Lower Topanga Formation interval (long string) and reperforate and acidize the Monterey Formation interval (short string). During the incident, the Lower Topanga zone was isolated from the surface, while the Monterey zone was open and provided the sole source ofhydrocarbon flow for the duration ofthe event. 


	Findings 
	Findings 
	Incident 
	On November 18, 2004, at about 9:45 a.m., a loss ofwell co_ntrol occurred at Platform Gail 
	during a recompletion operation on Well E-15 when a contracted wellhead service technician 
	from Elco, Incorporated completely removed a 1 Yi-inch diameter lockdown pin and packing
	gland from the wellhead. The pin was removed to facilitate visual alignment during landing 
	operations ofthe split tubing hanger. The pin is only supposed to be partially screwed in or out, 
	not completely removed. Removal ofthis pin circumvented the blowout preventer (BOP) 
	system. 
	The continuous pumping ofwell completion fluids (seawater) into the well at a rate of 2.6 barrels per minute to maintain hydrostatic overbalance was discontinued for an estimated 20 to 40 minutes to allow removal ofthe pin, but an underbalanced condition developed. Hydrocarbon fluids from open perforations in the Monterey Formation flowed to the surface, expelling completion fluid through the lockdown pin opening. The ensuing flow turned into a mixture of seawater, gas, and oil. 
	Upon realizing that the well was flowing, the Elco technician alerted rig personnel ofthe 
	problem and attempted to replace the pin. At this time, the driller closed the annular preventer 
	because the toolpusher observed completion fluid rising in the BOP stack. This action 
	successfully prevented the well from flowing up onto the rig floor. However, it also caused 
	increased flow and pressure out of the lockdown pin opening, further complicating efforts to 
	reinsert the lockdown pin. A 2-inch diameter valve on the 9 %-inch casing was opened in an 
	attempt to relieve pressure and flow through the lockdown pin opening. This approach was not 
	successful, and the valve was inadvertently left open for a short time which temporarily 
	increased flow from the well. 
	The deluge system was manually activated in all areas where gas might be present to help 
	prevent ignition ofthe gas. Platform operations were manually shut down in their entirety upon 
	receiving signals from LEL (lower explosive limit)/combust.ible gas and H2S (hydrogen sulfide) 
	detectors indicating the presence ofthese substances in the area ofthe release. 
	The abandon-platform alarm was sounded and 39 non-essential personnel were evacuated from the platform via two escape capsules. Twelve essential personnel remained on board the platform. Precautions for working in an H2S environment were taken by all personnel including the initial emergency response team (ERT). These precautions included having self-containedbreathing-air (SCBA) apparatus at the ready ifneeded and donned while working in proximity of the release. The platform flare continued to bum off re
	Upon initial entry into the upper wellbay, the ERT took readings of0% LEL and 0 parts per 
	million (ppm) H2S using a handheld detector. Their second reading at that location indicated 5 
	ppm H2S. A third reading, taken in the lower wellbay, registered 63 ppm H2S. Another reading 
	at that location taken 10 minutes later indicated 10 ppm H2S. Entry was then made into the 
	lower wellbay to isolate the 9 %-inch casing valve which had been left open. 
	Drilling rig pumps were activated and sea water was pumped into the well through the kill line in the BOP stack at a high flow rate. The rate of leakage eventually subsided enough to attempt installation ofa valve assembly in the open position in the lockdown pin opening. Several attempts were made before the crew successfully installed and then closed the valve assembly, securing the well. The H2S concentration at the wellhead in the upper wellbay when the valve assembly was installed was 0 ppm. 
	The well flowed in an uncontrolled manner for about 2 ~ hours. Approximately 3 barrels of crude oil escaped through the lockdown pin opening during the incident and sprayed onto grating, decking, and walls in the wellbay. At the same time, the deluge system doused the area with firewater at an approximate rate of 6000 gallons per minute. Debris clogged a filter screen in the deck drainage system, causing a mixture ofcrude oil, sea water, and debris to overflow the deck containment system (curbing), which re
	No injuries to personnel or damage to the facility were reported. No harm to seabirds or other wildlife was observed. Most ofthe estimated 3 gallons of crude oil that went overboard was recovered using sorbent booms. 
	Training, Experience and Drills 
	Well Control 
	Venoco has adopted the California Offshore Operators Well Control and Production Safety Training Plan (COOP) as their basis for meeting the requirements set forth in 30 CFR 250 Subpart 0, Well Control and Production Safety Training. Subpart 0 requirements are performance-based and are overseen in the MMS POCSR by the Office of Facilities, Safety, and Enforcement. There is no indication ofany problems during this incident which could be directly related to the operator's well control training plan. The well-
	Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 
	All personnel on the platform receive H2S training before beginning work at the facility and at least once each year thereafter, within 1 year's time oftheir previous training. Training includes the location and use of respirators, evacuation procedures, location ofsafe briefing areas, alarm system, hazards ofH2S and S02, and instructions on their responsibilities in the event of an H2S release. Additionally, H2S drills are conducted at least once per week with full participation by all personnel onboard. S
	All personnel on the platform receive H2S training before beginning work at the facility and at least once each year thereafter, within 1 year's time oftheir previous training. Training includes the location and use of respirators, evacuation procedures, location ofsafe briefing areas, alarm system, hazards ofH2S and S02, and instructions on their responsibilities in the event of an H2S release. Additionally, H2S drills are conducted at least once per week with full participation by all personnel onboard. S
	new or updated H2S considerations or information on a monthly basis. H2S precautions, training and drills are conducted in accordance with 30 CFR 250.490. Although the well had potential for an H2S concentration up to 6000 ppm, the highest concentration observed during the incident was measured at 63 ppm with a portable handheld detector. As a result oftheir extensive training and exercises for H2S emergencies, adequate H2S precautions were taken by all personnel onboard the platform. 

	Oil Spill Response 
	Venoco conducts training and exercises for all response personnel annually pursuant to 30 CFR . For this incident, Venoco chose to mobilize its Spill Management Team at the Clean Seas equipment yard per its MMS-approved Oil Spill Response Plan. An estimated three gallons ofcrude were spilled into the Pacific Ocean and adequate response and cleanup operations were initiated to recover the oil. The oil spill cooperative organization Clean Seas responded and the Oil Spill Response Vessel Mr. Clean, onsite for 
	254.41and254.42

	Platform Evacuation 
	In accordance with their Emergency Evacuation Plan, the operator conducted an emergency evacuation ofall non-essential personnel from the platform via Whitaker Escape Capsules. The USCG assisted in transferring personnel from the escape capsules to boats for transit to shore. Venoco was commended by both the MMS and USCG for their efforts in preparing for and accomplishing an exceptionally risky evacuation operation which required knowledge, experience, and cooperation by all personnel involved. 
	According to USCG regulations found at 33 CFR 146.125, platform operators are required to perform monthly emergency evacuation drills. These drills ~long with all ofthe associated and extensive training given to platform personnel are credited for achieving a very successful evacuation ofall non-essential personnel from the platform. 
	Safety Issues 
	History ofDual-String Completion Running Procedures 
	The procedure ofpulling the lockdown pin had been used in the past on some workovers associated with dual-string completions without incident. It should be noted that the lockdown pin was not designed for this purpose nor does the manufacturer ofthe wellhead, FMC Technologies, recommend it. The pin was designed to be backed in and out ofthe wellhead to secure the tubing hanger without breaching the pressure integrity ofthe wellhead. 
	Apparently, the pin pulling procedure evolved to assist in aligning the split hanger, to verify that the hanger was set in the correct position. Ifthe split tubing hanger is slightly misaligned, it could cause critical damage and added expense for additional rig time to correct problems. Prior to use ofthe lockdown pin pulling procedure, a mechanical finesse and measurement system was used to set dual string tubing completions. 
	Operations Management Oversight 
	Typical ofthe majority of facilities offshore California, Venoco hires third-party contractors as rig foremen who act as their representatives during rig operations. This is a common practice among independent operators due to sporadic operational needs. Supervisory contract personnel have been found to be extremely experienced, well trained, and especially capable ofperforming the duties required for their positions. In this instance, the rig foreman decided to allow a risky operation without consulting th
	The written procedures were detailed but did not contain explicit information on tubing setting operations nor were they required to by regulation to contain such information. The regulation at 30 CFR 250.613(b )( 1) states that a "brief description ofthe well-workover procedures to be followed" is to be included in the APM submitted for approval. The approved procedures did contain sufficient detail for MMS regulatory purposes. Also, the MMS-approved procedures submitted by Venoco did specify the following
	Engineering Review 
	In light ofthe inherent risk of pulling the lockdown pin, it is difficult to understand or explain how this action could occur without sufficient engineering review. Apparently, the contract rig foreman and crews were hired to perform an objective but were provided minimal supervision by Venoco. The operator relied upon its contractors' extensive experience to have the job performed correctly. Rig foremen usually inform Venoco personnel ifthey encounter any problems during actual operations. The foreman in 
	On-Scene Findings 
	An MMS/USCG accident investigation team flew to the platform on November 19, 2004. The team consisted of MMS employees (Dan Knowlson, Petroleum Engineer; Shannon Shaw, Petroleum Engineer; and Ralph Vasquez, Supervisory Inspector) and a USCG representative (Chris Smith, Marine Science Technician). Platform Gail remained shut in following the incident and during the investigation visit, awaiting approval from MMS to resume production and recompletion operations. Cleanup operations were underway on the product
	In the wellbay, the investigative team examined the wellhead of Well E-15, as well as the lockdown pin and valve assembly utilized to plug the lockdown pin opening and secure the well. The team also surveyed the area and took photographs around the wellhead in the upper and lower parts ofthe wellbay, including photographs ofother wellheads, grating, decking, and walJs 
	In the wellbay, the investigative team examined the wellhead of Well E-15, as well as the lockdown pin and valve assembly utilized to plug the lockdown pin opening and secure the well. The team also surveyed the area and took photographs around the wellhead in the upper and lower parts ofthe wellbay, including photographs ofother wellheads, grating, decking, and walJs 
	that were subjected to the oily discharge from the well. All surfaces in the immediate area ofthe well were covered with a thick, oily residue, but no actual damage to any ofthese components was found. 

	The team examined the blowout preventer stack as well as the drilling rig being used to conduct the recompletion operation, with no irregularities or items of concern noted. 
	The team conducted interviews ofkey personnel involved in the incident including the drilling foreman, platform supervisor, control room and wellbay operators, instrumentation specialists, and emergency response team members. 
	The team collected photocopies ofdocuments including platform alarm summaries, wellbay diagrams, drilling reports, personnel manifests, and equipment schematics. 
	The team confirmed that the platform evacuation and lifesaving equipment used during the incident response had been replaced and left in a ready condition. A strong odor of vomit was detected, probably a result ofseasickness in some ofthe personnel in the escape capsules. 
	As a result ofthe initial investigation, the team issued to the operator a Notification oflncidents ofNoncompliance (INC) with the following two citations: 
	INC E-100, a violation of30 CFR 250.300(a), for failure to prevent pollution of offshore waters from the well control incident. 
	INC G-110, a violation of30 CFR 250.107( a), for failure to perform all operations in a manner that ensured complete well control and resulted in a sustained and uncontrolled flow of hydrocarbon fluids to the surface. 
	On December 1 and 2, 2004, investigation team members conducted additional interviews via telephone with personnel on the platform at the time ofthe incident. The team also prepared and faxed separate drilling and production questionnaires to drilling company and platform production personnel, respectively. Responses to the faxed questionnaires were received by December 3, 2004. 
	United States Coast Guard (USCG) Findings 
	A copy ofthe USCG report and assessment ofthe pollution aspect ofthe event can be found in the Appendix. 

	Conclusion .
	Conclusion .
	Causes 
	Two direct causes ofthe loss ofwell-control incident were identified. 
	First, cessation ofthe pumping ofcompletion fluids into the well to maintain sufficient hydrostatic overbalance ofthe Monterey Formation allowed an underbalanced well condition to develop. Consequently, formation fluids entered the well and migrated uphole. 
	Second, the tubing hanger lockdown pin was completely removed from the wellhead assembly. Removal ofthis pin circumvented the blowout preventer system and provided an exit point for the wellbore fluids. 
	The above causes acted in combination to cause the well control incident. 
	Possible Contributing Causes 
	The operator and its contractors did not adhere to the MMS-approved APM and field rules. This allowed conditions to develop that were conducive to well-control problems. 
	Inadequate and/or inappropriate training with respect to performing the inherently unsafe operation of removing the lockdown pin may have contributed to the incident. 
	The well was not closely monitored for flow or fluid level during the split-tubing hanger landing operation. A lack of immediate appropriate action by the rig crew may have resulted from this inattentiveness to developing well conditions. 
	The operator relied upon its contractors' extensive experience to perform the job correctly. However, the operator provided inadequate supervision to the contractors. In addition, the operator and contractors failed to complete a job safety analysis for this operation. 
	Venoco's Analysis and Corrective Action 
	Venoco submitted its Taproot incident investigation report to MMS on December 10, 2004. Venoco identified two main root causes that fall under the broader topics of"Work Direction/Planning" and "Management System." 
	The "Work Direction/Planning" root cause relates to three main areas: I) "Job Work Packages" (JWP), which are similar to "Job Safety Analysis" (JSA), lacked detail on hazards regarding well-workover procedures; 2) Adequate site supervision was lacking; 3) Deficiencies in decision making with regard to corrective actions and mitigation ofknown risks were also identified. 
	Venoco also identified three main areas ofconcern under their "Management System" root cause: 1) "Standards, Policies, or Administrative Controls" (SPAC) were not used by the wellhead contractor or onsite personnel, leading to the development ofa high-risk and 
	Venoco also identified three main areas ofconcern under their "Management System" root cause: 1) "Standards, Policies, or Administrative Controls" (SPAC) were not used by the wellhead contractor or onsite personnel, leading to the development ofa high-risk and 
	unauthorized procedure; 2) A technical error was made in not following the wellhead manufacturer's recommended practice; 3) There was an apparent lack of enforcement and oversight by the wellhead contractor to ensure that existing written procedures were followed in the field. 

	Venoco proposes several steps to prevent similar events from occurring in the future. These actions include revising procedures to change the workover fluid pumping position from the fillup line to the 9 %-inch casing valve access point. New JWP's will be developed and will contain greater detail on significant procedures, contractor involvement, risks, Venoco engineering review, increased site supervision, and communications. The drilling contractor will modify standard operating procedures to ensure adhe

	Recommendations .
	Recommendations .
	MMS Actions 
	Incidents ofNoncompliance (INC's) and Potential JNC's (PINC's) 
	PINC's are regulatory items derived from Federal regulations and are listed on inspection forms which MMS inspectors utilize in performing their duties on offshore platforms. INC's are issued to provide written documentation of violations found during inspections by MMS inspectors. 
	Within 24 hours following the event, the MMS accident investigation team issued to the operator two IN C's for failing to maintain well control and for pollution of offshore waters. A copy of the INC form identifying the INC's issued is included in the Appendix. As a result ofthe preliminary investigation, another potential INC relating to; (i) Venoco's failure to pump sufficient completion fluid into the well, and (ii) removal ofthe lockdown pin which circumvented the proper functioning ofthe well control 
	Safety Alert 
	A Safety Alert is being drafted and recommended for issuance. The Safety Alert will identify the importance ofavoiding the circumvention ofthe well control system. The Safety Alert will also recommend that: 
	I. .Lessees and operators develop specific procedures or revise existing procedures for landing dual-string casing hangers so that circumvention ofthe well control system is eliminated. · 
	2. .
	2. .
	2. .
	Well control training and safety meetings cover potential consequences of well-control system circumvention. 

	3. .
	3. .
	Operators review and/or provide detailed work procedures to be used by company and contract employees. 

	4. .
	4. .
	Rig crews and third-party personnel be instructed to conform to approved Applications for Permit to Modify (form MMS-124) and Field Rules. 

	5. .
	5. .
	Job Safety Analyses be conducted for all tasks involving potential hazards. 


	MMS Regulations 
	The MMS should review current regulations to determine if existing wording is specific enough to prevent/discourage operators from circumventing the well-control and blowout-prevention systems. Workover and completion regulations currently specify that well-control equipment shall be designed, used, maintained, and tested in a manner necessary to assure well control in foreseeable conditions and circumstances as in 30 CFR 250.514, .515, .614, and .615. Also, 30 CFR 250.517 and .617 specify that a wellhead (
	maintained, and tested so as to achieve and maintain pressure control. 
	A definition of well-control equipment should be added to the regulations that specifies inclusion ofall pressure containment devices including casing, risers (below the BOP stack) and wellhead. 
	MMS should also consider adding specific requirements for casing valves and associated lines coming offofthe wellhead during rig operations which are often used as fill-up lines to pump 
	fluid down the backside ofthe well. Consideration should be given to requiring conformance with API RP 14C or treating the lines as choke/kill lines with dual valves. Test pressures and time frames for tests should be specified as necessary. Explicit pressure test requirements are also lacking for production/ "Christmas" trees whose test pressures and time frames are not 
	identified in the regulations. Risers and some wellhead components are tested in conjunction with BOP tests. 
	Other MMS Actions 
	MMS should investigate ways to minimize or eliminate operator failures and performance inconsistencies due to communication problems between contractors and operator personnel with responsibility over rig operating procedures. One way that this could be accomplished is through a Safety and Environmental Management Plan (SEMP) process. Detailed aspects ofcontractors' duties and limitations while performing as operator representatives could be discussed at the Annual Performance Review (APR) meeting held with
	APR's involve face-to-face meetings with operators on varying agenda items which currently may include: 
	-operator safety and compliance history 
	-events, accidents, and civil penalty referrals/assessments 
	-level, type, and management ofoperations 
	-organizational information or changes that may have affected compliance or 
	performance during the preceding year 
	-a company's success in incorporating the prior year's goals 
	-establishment ofnew goals for the upcoming year 
	-special topics/situations unique to the operator 
	-OCS-wide issues 
	FFR's are an enhanced inspection program based on a systemic approach with emphasis on SEMP. They are designed to complement MMS's routine facilities inspection program and, on 
	FFR's are an enhanced inspection program based on a systemic approach with emphasis on SEMP. They are designed to complement MMS's routine facilities inspection program and, on 
	average, are conducted on each facility once during 5 year cycles. The frequency may very 

	depending upon platform operations and condition, as well as operator performance. 
	FFR items ofdiscussion could be expanded to include: I) General contractor oversight with regard to following approved plans; 2) Methods ofmonitoring contractor activity; 3) Limitations on contractors' development of unique procedures and methods; 4) Expectations for contractor reporting ofall problems and planned repair methods to operator personnel prior to actual repairs. 
	Venoco Actions 
	Venoco's planned corrective actions as outlined in the "Conclusions" section ofthis report will adequately resolve the immediate managerial and procedural problems which directly contributed to the well control incident. 
	Venoco does not specifically stress discontinuing the practice ofpulling the lockdown pin in the corrective action items discussed in its December 9, 2004, incident investigation report. However, the revised dual-string hanger landing procedures submitted with an ensuing Application for Permit to Modify (APM) indicated that the lockdown pin would not be pulled. The operator should discuss its revised dual-string procedures with each crew on future workover/completion operations involving dual string complet
	Well-control training and safety meeting topics should be updated to include items such as: I) Potential consequences ofcircumventing the well-control system without adequate downhole isolation and securing ofappropriate variances from MMS; 2) Unique operating challenges presented by the characteristic behavior ofthe Monterey Formation; 3) Increased awareness and attentiveness to operations which could significantly impact well behavior such as precise monitoring ofwell completion fluid pumping. 
	llJ/IA~SecurlngOcean Energy & .IJflJflfia Economic Value for America .
	The Department of the Interior Mission 
	As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources. This includes fostering sound use of our land and water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The Department assesses our energy and mineral resources and
	The Minerals Management Service Mission 
	As a bureau of the Department of the Interior, the Minerals Management Service's (MMS) primary responsibilities are to manage the mineral resources located on the Nation's Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), collect revenue from the Federal OCS and onshore Federal and Indian lands, and distribute those revenues. 
	Moreover, in working to meet its responsibilities, the Offshore Minerals Management Program administers the OCS competitive leasing program and oversees the safe and environmentally sound exploration and production of our Nation's offshore natural gas, oil and other mineral resources. The MMS Minerals Revenue Management meets its responsibilities by ensuring the efficient, timely and accurate collection and disbursement of revenue from mineral leasing and production due to Indian tribes and allottees, State
	The MMS strives to fulfill its responsibilities through the general guiding principles of: (1) being responsive to the public's concerns and interests by maintaining a dialogue with all potentially affected parties and (2) carrying out its programs with an emphasis on working to enhance the quality of life for all Americans by lending MMS assistance and expertise to economic development and environmental protection. 
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	APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO MODIFY (APM) 
	(Replaces Sundry Notices and Reports on Well) 
	FORM MMS-124 (October 2002 -Supersedea 1111 previous "arslona of form MMS-124 wnJch mav net be Uied.) · Page 1of1 
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	Marine Safety Office/Gtaup 111 HarbOr Way
	·~· 

	U.S. Depertment o~·i.. Los Angeles -Leng Beach . ~Barbara,CA 93109-2397 
	. .. . tf~land Secu~~ . Staff S)mbol: P.ort Ooerations
	~atvtsot · · 
	Phone: (805) 982-7430 .· United States .Fax; (~).962·7968 .
	5anla Barbara 

	Coast Guard 
	MQrtnn Safety Detachment 
	16460 December 6, 2004 
	Ml'. Joe Hollis .5464 Cmpintcria Ste J .Caxpinteria, CA 93013 .
	Subject: wARNING IN LIEU OF crvIL PEN~LTY 
	Dear Mr. Hollis: 
	:::-.:7;!.--.-.·~~as~~~~~s~an.oil.sp.iJJ~1;1.N~~::l1·;2Da4;.aod:disto.lt'«eci:thr.-::·:-:·.:-:-::.:;:::--.::-::·::.:: following violation: · · · 
	Violation l:!ite: 33 USC 132l(b)(3) .On 18 November 2004,.there was a discharge ofapproximately 3 gallons ofcnide oil from .Platfonn Oail. 1bis spill created a sheen in the Pacific Ocean, a navigable waterway ofthe .United States. . .
	It was determined that justice will best ba served by issuing you a warning rather than pursuing a .monctuy civil penalty for your ~ndu~as set forth above. You are advised that this warning .will became a mattor ofCoast Guard record and will be considered for any future enforcement .
	..... '. -actions '4lsainst you. Ifyou feel this"Warning is not wmanted, you may·d8cline it by signing and .dating under the ~entbelow and returning this letter to tho address above within 30 days of .
	. · the date.ofthis·1~. However, yolirrefusal wiltr,es\llt i~ civil penalty.jn:pceeclings being initiated against you in accordance with 33 CFR 1.07. You may contact me at the number above with any questions. 
	Sincerely, 
	;. 
	. 

	 U.S. Coast Guard .. . . . pervisor, MSD Santa Barbara .
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	Responsible ·Parties Name ' Date 
	. ·. 
	Warning Page 2.max 
	, .
	1 that INC'I were Issued cm thla fadUtJ, on this date. but ba no ft1 dtla)'s any enf'6rcemmt actloa tallm. 
	Unless spec1r1eally ordered otherwise, the operator representative mast correct and inspect all component and facility shut-In INC's identirled and notify the issuing 'MMS omce before· returning to operation& 
	1 

	I . 
	I, the undersigned, certib.each lnddent ofNoncompliance listed above has been co"ected on the co"esponding date. 
	'. Manager/Supervisor: (Plcae Pnat Lat Name) (Sica) Date: 
	Form MMS-1832 -January 1998 (.Supersedes Form MMS-1832, March 1996). ORIGIN~COPY :.roar comments ue Important. Tiie Small ~and Atdm1tare Replatory Earorcaaent Ombuchman and 10 Reponat Fairmsa Boarcls were em'bllslam to n:cdve ~onunerita from amaB •1111maa1 about federal apq ~acdom. The Omlawlmnua will umulq evalaate tbe adorammt adlvltlel ad rate em:Ja aamq•s 
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	Platform Gail, showing location of wellbay. MMS Photo taken on 11-19-2004 
	MMS offshore platform showing crude oil sprayed onto grating, decking, and walls in the wellbay. 
	MMS photo taken on 11-19-2004 
	.. .
	Lockdown Pin 
	Lockdown pin from offshore oil platform next to 12" ruler to show size. 
	Lockdown pin from offshore oil platform next to 12" ruler to show size. 
	Photo showing valve assembly nipple and lockdown pin on offshore oil platform. 

	MMS photo taken on 11-19-2004 
	MMS photo taken on 11-19-2004 
	Photo showing split tubing hanger and grooves for lockdown pins on offshore oil platform. 

	Venoco photo sent to MMS on 11-24-2004 






